people act based on a combination of assumptions, rational goals, emotions, intuition, and in view of his/her individual skills, knowledge and ignorance to respond to specific situations.
According to rational and non-rational preferences, goals are mediated/enabled/constrained by both other individuals' actions and artefacts that have heterogeneous functions, roles and power positions. This means that uncertainty, conflict and incoherence always permeate the world of practice (Nicolini et al., 2003) . Finally, and independently, whether practices are conceptualised from outside or from inside, all practices need to be justified in order to be legitimised (Thevenot, 2001 ).
Thus, it is possible to suggest that the diverse range of conceptualisations of practice reflects the existence of variegated pragmatism orientations (Fend et al, 2008) . Rather than looking for the universal conceptualisation of practice, what is important to discover is the 'capacity of contemporary societies to shift from one pragmatic orientation to another, depending on arrangements specific to the situation' (Thevenot, 2001: 71) .
ROOTS OF PRACTICE-BASED CONCEPTS
In order to provide a reasonable account of the idea of practice, it is necessary to review what can be considered the main sociological and philosophical roots of practice and knowing, especially since they inform management-oriented practice frameworks (See Table 1 ). 
Author
Concept Definition Giddens (1982) Social action The world of social practice is simultaneously shaped by both social structures and human agency. The reproduction of social structure takes place through human agency that is manifested in the situatedness of interaction in time and space. Bourdieu (1977) Habitus Habitus are the cultural components that are deposited in social actor's minds and bodies, and that are eventually responsible for these actor's selection and enactment of specific social strategies (Prasad, 2005) .
Garfinkel ( and accountability are the main components that are fuelled by social processes. Habermas (1984) Communicative action Societies are created and maintained by the social actions of its members. Communicative action involves social actions towards reaching understanding, agreement and consensus in cognitive, interactive, and expressive terms (Prasad, 2005) .
Heidegger

Building world-view
Dwelling world-view (or being-in-the-world)
The actor has the need to construct mental models of the world prior to any action (Chia, 2009 ).
The state of non-thematic circumspective absorption precludes deliberate conceptualization, reflection and mental representation (Chia, 2009 ). Practices are forms of life (Shotter, 1997) .
Wittgenstein
Relational practices
The meaning of an idea can only be understood through its use (Collins and Evans, 2007) .
Mead Transactionality Temporality
Social meanings "…are constructed, reinforced and disrupted through our social actions by actors possessing social agency that has the capacity to influence the meanings of social action" (Simpson, 2009 (Simpson, : 1334 .
The social act is temporal: "Actors, located between the past and the future, are obliged to continuously reconstruct their histories in order to understand their present transactions. At the same time, they project these understandings into the future to infer the likely outcomes of present actions" (Simpson, 2009 (Simpson, : 1338 .
Philosophical views of practice have informed most sociological works. That is, most sociological narratives accept Dewey's view that knowledge and practice constitute a sole entity. Wittgenstein's opinion that knowledge can only be learned through practice, and
Mead's view of practice, as processes of meaning-making, are informed by the past and accomplished through the use of a set of individuals' actions, language, interpretations and skills (Prasad, 2005) , a view that is similar to Giddens' and Habermas's (1984) communicative action idea.
The above means that any useful view of practice needs to consider both the sociological and the philosophical roots of practice-related concepts, in order to account for the fine commonalities and differences in primacy and causality between and among mainstream approaches. Considering this background, key theories of practice are examined in the next section.
MAINSTREAM THEORIES OF PRACTICE
There is no lack of conceptual models explaining how practices develop, evolve, flow and reproduce; nonetheless, each one emphasises a particular angle. Argyris and Schon (1974) posit that people are usually unaware of the differences between their espoused theories and theories in use. Guérin et al. (2001) proposed a systematic way to assist people to continually compare their espoused theories and theories in use. This method focused on the personal and socioeconomic issues that affect individuals' representations of reality, cognitive know-how and their learning processes. Collins and Kush (1998) proposed the existence of two types of actions: mimeomorphic (that can be done by machines), and polymorphic (that can be done by humans only). This approach overcame the classic dichotomies of practice, such as action versus behaviour, and being-in-the-world versus thinking-about-the-world; it also laid new ground for explaining how humans and machines interact; what humans and machines can do;
as well as the processes and limitations of acquiring expertise (Collins and Evans, 2007 Knowing, as the sociology of translation approach (Suchman, 2000; Gherardi, 2006; Nicolini, 2007) , emphasises both the situated actions and the action networks that are seen as patterned networks of heterogeneous elements, including people, machines, animal, places and symbols, kept together by active processes of ordering, relationships and performativity.
Ordering processes are the outcome of conscious and unconscious, deliberate and emergent operations, processes, and events that do not necessarily align in terms of goals, functions, timing, identities, roles, processes and power relations. In consequence, knowing is approached as an ever contingent process, shaped by ordering and resource restructuring processes a la Garfinkel (Nicolini, et al., 2003:18-20 processes (different forms of interaction) for sharing practical knowledge. They, however, diverge regarding the core aspects of practice. Stacey (2001) interprets interaction as both self organizing and having an intrinsic capacity to produce emergent coherence. Activity theory (Blackler, Crump and McDonald, 2003; Engstrom, 1987) , on the other hand, places the socially distributed activity system as the central unit of analysis. This unit is culturally situated and mediated by artefacts and language, a la Bourdieu. Knowing, in this view, is also contested since it recognises the knowledge-power relationships embedded in the activity system (Blackler et al., 2003; Nicolini et al., 2003) . Likewise, Agterberg, Hoof, Huysman, and Soekijad's (2010) model emphasised the key role of interactional processes, highlighting the embedded nature of a structure's organisation and relations.
In a similar line, the community of practice approach (Lave and Wenger, 1991; Wenger, 2000) , builds on the idea of situated action (Lave, 1988) , as it emphasises the situated nature of the actions, the agent's inter-subjective understanding, and the key role played by social interaction supporting order-creating practices that accompanies resource-distribution processes. Participation, according to Wenger (2000) , is the central aspect of group learning.
This, however, seems to be problematic, since the role of power issues seems to be 9 Paper accepted to be published at European Business Review. Please cite as: (Contu and Willmott, 2003; Roberts, 2006; Huzzard, 2004) .
Psychological theories (Sternberg et al., 2000; Tobach et al., 1997) adhere to the 'outside' view; they converge significantly in respect to both the components and processes to share 'practical intelligence', but they focus on individual cognitive abilities. Further, they confer a central role on the individual, the cause of all agency, at the same time they leave a gap in relation to the role of artefacts, actions, other individuals and groups.
The situated action and sociology of translation approaches hold common roots. They emphasise the primacy of emergent and contingent actions; the changing nature of context and settings, and the central role of improvisation, negotiation and persuasion. Situated action and sociology of translation, however, differ in respect to the primacy issue. The former confers a key role on the individuals, while the latter confers equal weight to human and nonhuman elements (Nardi, 1996) .
Finally, activity theory and sociology of translation recognise the importance of the heterogeneous nature of the action network as the key unit of analysis, but differ in terms of causality. The former confers significant explanatory power to cultural and historical events, while the latter confers the same importance to humans and to non-human elements (Nardi, 1996) .
Except for the psychological theories mentioned above, all other theories, while adhering to the 'from inside' perspective of practice, differ, unsurprisingly, on the primacy and causality Argyris & Schon (1978) Learning Theory An examination of the models' components suggests more commonalities than differences.
Action, individuals, contexts, settings, situations, relationships, tools/artefacts, symbols, reflection, rules, structure, identities, interpretation and embeddedness are the most common components. It must be noted that most of the presented models do agree with this list of components, but they diverge regarding the degree of importance of specific components.
Salient differences regarding the components refer to pluralistic discourses and perspectives, rules, structure and connective practices. This indicates that, despite the apparent common ground, current components of practice models are more diversified than they look. This is hardly a surprise since they have different philosophical and sociological roots. 
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Turning to the processes that drive the dynamics of the models, it is possible that while they look divergent, a closer examination of the processes indicate that those divergences have a complementary rather than contradictory character. Three complementary emphases can be distinguished. The first revolves around the notion of actions. Single-loop learning (Argyris and Schon, 1978) and implicit modes of practice (Geiger, 2009 ) seem to combine with mimeomorphic actions (Collins and Kush, 1998 ) that follow a patterned interaction mode (Stacey, 2001 ). Double-loop learning (Argyris and Schon, 1978) seems to be congruent with the polymorphic actions (Collins and Kush, 1998) that, in order to be deployed, demand a comparison plan versus real actions (Guérin et al., 2001) , the categorization and highlighting differences (Gherardi, 2006) , and the use of explicit modes of reflection upon practices (Geiger, 2009) , as well as the application of spontaneous, cooperative, competitive interactions that might have an embedded nature (Stacey, 2001; Engestrom, 1987; Agterbern et al., 2010) . Thus, the literature concurs, in general terms, with the processes by which routine and non-routine activities are deployed. However, they diverge on the details about how this evolves. While routine activities are perfectly explainable and follow individualistic objectives and structural deterministic approaches, non-routine activities require using subjective socially-oriented and non-deterministic approaches; they account for the complexity of human interaction. The key aspect of any analysis of practice, therefore, refers to the need to be aware of the ever shifting character of practices and the type of context in which the practices evolve.
The second emphasis gyres around micro stabilization and the social ordering processes embedded in any social action. Some models clearly indicate that social action involves the building of social order (Lave, 1988) ; the stabilization of heterogeneous engineering elements (Suchman, 2000) ; and the redistribution of work, tasks and power relations (Engestrom, 1987; Nicolini, 2007) , that, in turn, need accounts of practice (storytelling and conversations), as well as identity enactments (Gherardi, 2006) . These processes are constrained, situated by structurally embedded circumstances (Agterberg et al., 2010 14 The third emphasis refers to the critical idea of reflection (Raelin, 2007; Suchman, 2000 , Gherardi, 2006 Lave, 1988) , the regulation of work activities (Guérin et al., 2001) or reflective practice (Yanow and Tsoukas, 2009) . Reflective practice refers to the questioning of the taken-for-granted assumptions, frames and mental models; these involve the exploration of alternative explanations, logics and 'ways of seeing', ideas or arguments, as well as attention and responsiveness to salient events, (Yanow and Tsoukas, 2009 ). Reflective practice might involve, for example, developing alternative ways to perform activities in order to cope with unexpected situations, which the prescribed tasks cannot consider, as well as the breaking of established rules to solve problems on the spot and, consequently, adapt performing the action to the specific local conditions (Guérin et al., 2008) . Thus, reflective practice is closely linked to tacit knowledge, mindfulness and practice (Gherardi, 2006) , especially since reflecting about an ongoing practice means knowing. Mindfulness is a pre requirement for reflective practice, while reflective practice has a strong tacit component.
While most studies agree about the relevance of reflection, they focus on different aspects of the reflective process, and stress different forms of reflection (see Table 3 ). The review of reflection related concepts reveals that reflection is usually investigated using comparative processes, that is, 'during actions' versus 'after actions'; yet most research on reflection has focussed on reflection after actions (Jordan et al., 2009 ). Unready-to-hand tacit knowledge (Kokkakis et al., 2008) , routines that organise mindfulness (Jordan et al., 2009) , and implicit modes of practice (Geiger, 2009 ), seem to be adequate for supporting reflection-on-action processes. These processes are necessary if people are to cope with major breakdowns or disturbances, or in novel situations, where there is likely to be a low level of integration between situation awareness (Endsley, 2006) , decision-making action, and outcomes (Guérin et al., 2001) .
Similarly, ready-to-hand tacit knowledge (Kokkakis et al., 2008) , mindfulness in interactions (Jordan et al., 2009) , and explicit modes of reflection (Geiger, 2009) adequate to deal with practice in familiar situations, where there is significant integration between situation awareness (Endsley, 2006) , decision-making action, execution and control of outcomes. Generic know-how is usually applied and, because the situation is stable, it is possible to anticipate how the diverse elements of the situation may fit and perform. This suggests that reflection is often more unconscious and automatic (Guérin et al, 2001 ).
In summary, the examination of reflection related concepts recognises the variegated forms of reflection; it also shows that all authors reviewed in Table 3 implicitly or explicitly adhere to
Heidegger's being-in-the-world view. They agree on the character of reflective practice modes and on the mechanism used to reveal the practice (c.f. Keevers and Treleaven, 2011) . 
PRACTICE AND KNOWLEDGE -An Integrative Framework
In this section, I aim understand further the emerging practice-based concepts. Considering the epistemological and ontological stances taken by particular practice concepts and theories, the notion of practice has been deconstructed. Additionally, the most relevant practice-related concepts have been mapped onto a framework that functions as a sorting device to aid our understanding of the wide range of practice-related concepts. Three assumptions underpin the framework. First, adhering to Wittgenstein, it is posited that an idea can only be understood by using it, and actions can only be comprehended by doing them. Second, both practice and knowledge can be more explicit or more tacit in different degrees (Polanyi, 1983) . Third, practices shape, and are shaped, by contexts in diverse ways (Giddens, 1982) . The framework is based on two key concepts that are intimately connected: practice and knowledge (Guzman, 2009 ). The separation of knowledge and practice is purely for analytical reasons, since practice and knowledge are two sides of the same coin. A narrow concept of practice is used, without throwing away the knowledge baby with the bath water. Hence, practice is conceived as performativity. That is, practice is conceptualised as a set of intentional actions that are mediated, or not mediated, by artefacts, and these actions makesense in the social setting where they are deployed (Schatzki, 2001) . Consequently, practices are seen, separately, as: a performative set of actions; social enactments that include meaning and sense making processes; cognitive knowledge; and embodied knowledge that accounts for feelings, sense, kinetics and aesthetics. The knowledge dimension of practice is considered separately in the framework. Practice can also have explicit and tacit dimensions (Eraut, 2000) .
Arranging knowledge and practice as the first axis, with the explicit and tacit dimensions as the second axis. The result is a two-dimensional framework useful for sorting out the variegated practice-related concepts and theories, considering their particular epistemologies and ontology (see Figure 1 ). Orr's (1996) study into photocopy machine technicians is used to illustrate the archetypical situations.
This framework must be read from top to down only. Two disclaimers are notable. First, knowledge and practice, rather than clearly demarcated, are in the real world one single entity since one cannot exist without the other one. Second, rather than a being a dichotomy, the explicit versus tacit dimensions must be seen as a continuum in order to reflect the extent to which both knowledge and practice can possess various degrees of explicitness and or tacitness. Thus, the deconstruction of the knowledge practice idea was developed to create meaningful categories for analytical purposes only.
The knowledge dimension has been separated into explicit and tacit knowledge, since knowledge can be-in different extents-both explicit and tacit (Polanyi, 1983) .
In the explicit dimension of knowledge, the concepts of procedural knowledge (Cohen and Bacdayan, 1994) , know-how (Ryle, 1962) , discursive conscientiousness (Giddens, 1982) , spoused theories (Argyris and Schon, 1974) , encoded knowledge (Backler, 1995) , and episteme (Chia, 2009 ) can be located. Those concepts provide a notion of cognitive knowledge that is explicit to a significant degree and, therefore, can be readily applied in different contexts. This knowledge is usually consciously applied in order to perform deliberate, rule-governed actions. I call it procedural explicit knowledge, because knowledge in this quadrant can be explicated to a significant extent; also it can be deliberately shared and applied, even imperfectly. Hence, knowledge precedes practice. presented particular practical knowledge about how to proceed to fix a specific copier problem; he articulated and explained that:
"As we go out to get his parts, we talk. I ask about the fix for the loose gear. He will fix it by shimming the shaft with a piece of plastic banding material. There will be a retrofit, a new gear with a metal insert, but until it arrives in the field, this works very well" (p. 48).
In the tacit dimension of knowledge, the ideas of knowing (Nicolini et al., 2003; Gourlay, 2004) , theory-in-use (Argyris and Schon, 1974) , phronesis (Chia, 2009) , and practical knowledge (Scribner, 1986 ) represent knowledge that is mostly tacit. As such, it can be highly subjective and impossible to articulate, since meaning, interpretation, values and assumptions about how the world works are fundamentally individually interpreted. In this case, uncertainty is recognised, multiple interpretations are legitimate, ambiguity is inevitable, and limited rationality is accepted (Garfinkel, 1967) . This process encompasses not only cognitive knowledge about how to do practical actions, but also pre-reflective knowledge (such as intuition and feelings) that cannot be verbalised and/or explained. The knowledge is either consciously or unconsciously applied in order to cope with emergent and situated actions. I call it procedural tacit knowledge. The literature provided an overview of the important advances in comprehending tacit procedural knowledge that accompanies practice. Coming from different traditions, Scribner (1986) and Schon (1983) converge on the importance of the individual's abilities to formulate problem-solving processes by experimenting and reframing situated problems, and the use of their own practical skills to solve the same problem in different ways in order to cope with the changing and uncertain situations.
Tacit procedural knowledge is difficult to represent. The situation of the existence of excessive free play of the shaft described by Orr (1969) -Ethnographer: Uh-huh.
-Technician: OK, and the flat on the D-shaft…wear out that flat on the…the pulley, the gear, and gradually enlarges it" (p. 118-9).
In order to understand the excessive free play problem, Orr explains two further points. The first is that the shaft ends in a D-section, something that is directly connected to the development of free play. The second is that the bearing is plastic, which helps to understand "...how the flat of the (steel) D-shaft wears out the (plastic) flat in the matching item..." (p.
119).
Turning attention to practice, the explicit dimension of practice emerges when an individual purposively applies explicit procedural knowledge in order to perform actions; hence, he/she is able to explain, significantly, how the set of actions was done. Because explicit practice is made up of mimeomorphic actions (Collins and Kush, 1998) that are driven by conscious, reason-dominated explicit procedural knowledge; practices in this group are goal-oriented and can be established by logical rules (Spender, 2005) . Explicit practice, therefore, overlaps with Habermas's (1984) 'instrumental action' idea, and is close to Bourdieu's (1977) ideas regarding the routine nature of practices. The notions of techne (Chia, 2009) , instrumental action (Habermas, 1984) , routines (Feldman, 2000) , know-how-in-action (Swart, 2011) and explicit modes of reflection upon practice (Geiger, 2009) are closely related to the idea of explicit practice.
The tacit dimension of practice, on the other hand, is triggered when tacit knowledge, gained through previous experience, is effortlessly applied subconsciously, in order to perform a set of polymorphic actions (Collins and Kush, 1998) . The individual is unable to explain how these actions were performed since they involve feelings, senses and skills developed through our body (Eraut, 2000) . Yakhlef (2010) understanding of the specific situation where it occurred in order for it to be performed. The second form of tacit practice is made up of actions that are, either deliberately or intuitively, not performed in order to achieve a specific outcome. Polymorphic non-actions are necessary since social understanding of the specific situation, and the accumulated previous experience, is needed. Some aspects of the tacit dimension of practice can be illustrated using Orr's (1996) study.
"The technicians' relationship with the machine is partially kinaesthetic, knowing how the machine should feel...the diagnosis leading to the shimming mentioned above involves wiggling the shaft; the presence of excessive play indicates the need for repair, but knowing how much play is too much requires a sensitivity to the feel of the mechanism" (p. 98).
In another situation Orr describes the crucial role of the machine's sounds to determine the type or source of the problem:
"In several diagnoses that I observed, the noises produced at different stages of the process proved to be an invaluable guide to what is happening or nor happening. One set of sounds indicates where the problem occurs, another indicates a particular sort of problem, and yet another indicates that the controlling logic has just crashed...Perhaps more obvious are the sounds of mechanical distress, as mechanisms bind, bearings go bad and squeal, or pins slip out to stop the rotation of a shaft completely while an overzealous drive belt thumps away, skipping one tooth at a time" (p. 98).
Having mapped knowledge and practice concepts into the framework, three key aspects will be highlighted in the next section. First, caveats about the categorisations of the concepts are explained. Second, the explicit and the tacit dimension of knowledge and practice are further characterised. Third, relationships between the explicit and the tacit dimension are further discussed.
DISCUSSION
Because the social world is far from ordered (Law, 1994) , it is not possible to expect all practice and knowledge-related concepts, mapped onto the framework, to neatly fall into one or another category. Whilst most of the concepts were categorised fairly into the framework, some concepts crossed the explicit and tacit dimensions, while others crossed the knowledge and practice dimensions. Argyris and Schon's (1974) represented at both the tacit procedural knowledge and the tacit practice dimensions, especially since theory-in-use is both practice and knowledge behind the actions (knowing).
Mimeomorphic and polymorphic actions might also cross the explicit and tacit dimensions.
While most mimeomorphic actions are explicit and most polymorphic actions are tacit, some repertories of mimeographic actions can be too complicated to be codified, looking like polymorphic actions. Furthermore both mimeomorphic and polimorphic actions are independent of being performed either intentionally or unintentionally (Collins and Kush, 1998) . This means that advanced categories must be seen more as temporary signposts that assist to orientate practice-based studies, rather than as a rigid prescriptive model.
Turning our attention to the explicit and tacit dimensions, it is worth noting that the explicit dimension (Quadrants 1 and 3) of knowledge and practice seem to adhere to the 'outside' (Gherardi, 2009 ) perspective of practice (e.g. Stenberg et al, 2000) , since both knowledge and practice can be explained and codified. This means that the explicit dimension accounts for knowledge and practices that usually demand, mostly, automatic cognition since context and its socio-material elements are mainly stable. Feldman and Pentland's (2003) ostensive routines seem to match this form of practice and knowledge. Hence, the explicit dimension of knowledge and practice appear to adhere to the idea of knowledge as the product of conscious individuals, where practices are rule-governed, a la Giddens (1982) , and knowledge precedes practice a la Heiddeger's building-the-world view.
Conversely, the tacit dimension of knowledge and practice (Quadrants 2 and 4) seems to match the 'inside' perspective (Gherardi, 2009 ). This practice and knowledge are conceptualised as subjective, abstract, and highly dependent on social interaction, and constrained by other agents, including artefacts norms and context situations. Thus, the tacit dimension of knowledge and practice accounts for non-routine actions and practices that are usually needed to address innovative activities (Eisenhardt, Furr and Bingham, 2010) and unexpected events (Weick and Suttcliffe, 2007) through deliberative cognitive modes. Feldman and Pentland's (2003) performative routines seem to match this form of practice and knowledge. Consequently, practices, rather than only the individual, have primacy over cognitive knowledge, like Mead's social agency idea (Simpson, 2009 ) and Heiddeger's dwelling-in-the-world view. Therefore, practices can be seen as having agency a la Garfinkel (1967) . 
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The explicit and tacit dimensions follow different epistemologies. Rather than viewed as dichotomic concepts, they must be approached as a duality (Schultze and Stabell, 2004) since both practice and its associated knowledge can sometimes be more tacit, subjective and socially dependent than articulable, codifiable and independent of the context, and vice versa in other instances. This notion is in line with the idea that knowledge is both tacit and explicit, simultaneously (Polanyi,1983) , and that practices can take different forms-from more articulated, explicit, agreed, stable, and independent of the situation, to more subjective, abstract and dependent on the interaction of social norms, as well as past events and relations (Thevenot, 2001; Simpson, 2009; Collins and Kush, 1998; Gherardi, 2006) . One way to relate explicit and tacit forms of practice and knowledge is to associate those constructs to the ideas of organisational exploration and exploitation (March, 1991) . It is suggested that explicitoriented practice and knowledge seem to be suitable for supporting routines that aim at maintaining organisational exploitation in stable contexts. Conversely, tacit-oriented practice and knowledge seem to be more adequate for routines that support the creation of organisational exploration in dynamic contexts (Rosenkopf, 2008; Turner and Rindova, 2012) .
Organisations that follow the exploitation strategy focus on efficiency and improvement (March, 1991) , something that demands external knowledge acquisition and assimilation.
This requires the development and set up of standardized and reorganized routines that support consistency and the improvement of operations (Turner and Rindova, 2012) .
Standardizing involves the use of standard operating procedures and formal rules that assist to standardize both employee and customer behaviour. It also involves the use of the same standard operating procedures and rules to generate efficient responses to change Differently, organisations that pursue exploration strategies, aim at achieving flexibility, discovery and innovation (March, 1991) , something that calls for tacit knowledge generation transformation and circulation. The deployment of exploitation strategies, therefore, requires the development and set up informal connections that support a shared understanding for change, through the coalescing and reconstituting of routines (Turner and Rindova, 2012: 35-6 Figure 1) . This, in turn, calls for the application of tacit-oriented learning mechanisms, such as communities of practice, on-the-job training, and the collocation of experts among others.
Nevertheless, because organising encompasses change and stability simultaneously (Leana and Barry, 2000) , there is a demand for balancing exploration and exploitation strategies (March, 1991) . The idea of ambidextrous organisations (Birkinshaw and Gibson, 2004; O'Reilly and Tushman, 2004) helps to illustrate how organisations manage the exploration exploitation paradox. Within this scenario, it is important to know how to differentiate explicit-oriented situations from tacit-oriented situations in order to understand the conditions and cognitive modes that support switching cognitive gears (Louis and Sutton, 1991) . This also implies the switching of epistemologies (Thevenot, 2001) . A key issue here is that our default automatic cognitive mode works well, but in stable contextual situations only.
Conscious cognitive modes are generally more adequate for dynamic situations.
Conditions that provoke switching cognitive gears from automatic to conscious include: an unfamiliar unique or novel situation; discrepancy between expectations and reality, or unexpected disruptions; and deliberate thinking provoked by an internal or external request.
Further, individual predispositions and organisational characteristics also influence cognitive gear-switching capacities (Louis and Sutton, 1991; Geiger, 2009 ). On the one hand, individual cognitive processes handle the contradictory worlds of exploitation and exploration, and involve the interaction of two opposed, but complementary, cognitive mechanisms:
differentiating and integrating (Smith and Tushman, 2005) . Differentiating entails recognizing distinctions and articulating new categories, while integrating involves developing conceptual connections among different perspectives. The notions of mindfulness (Langer, 1997) , the regulation of work activities (Guérin et al, 2001) , and situated awareness (Endsley, 2006) seem to converge with differentiating, since it involves openness to novelty; alertness to distinctions; and sensitivity to different contexts and awareness to multiple perspectives. On the other hand, organisational characteristics, such as the extent to which organisational norms and boundaries are flexible, for example, also influence cognitive gear-switching capacities (Louis and Sutton, 1991: 60) .
This suggests that the explicit and tacit dimensions of knowledge and practice are both complementary and useful for different purposes. Hence, they need to be jointly understood as most social world situations are in the extensive grey area, between stable and dynamic contexts, which calls for the simultaneous application of exploration and exploitation strategies.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
The aim of this paper was to review the knowledge and practice related literature, as well as to develop a theoretical framework that functions like a sorting device, in order to improve our understanding about how theories are turned into practice. By organising a wide range of knowledge-and practice-related concepts into meaningful categories, this paper contributes to overcoming the use of the concepts of knowledge and practice as universal; it discusses the relationships between diverse forms of knowledge and practice, and it elaborates the cognitive mechanisms used to know how to shift from the inside to the outside view, and vice versa.
The de-construction of the generic concepts of knowledge and practice, in more refined categories, also brings research implications.
The proposed conceptual framework is seen as enlightening the theory-practice gap by considering diverse context-situations. Although theories are put into practice, always within specific context-situations (Tsoukas and Hatch, 2001 ), context-situations might change and, therefore, can affect and be affected by the how theories which are put into practice (Letiche and Lissack, 2009). As a consequence, the way a particular theory is put into practice it will be different in diverse context-situations. By recognising the implicit epistemological stance associated with the diverse theories and concepts, the framework may be useful in selecting the most suitable practice concepts and theories for specific situations, especially since they are not universal and are usually developed with different purposes. Broadly speaking, organisations performing in stable and simple contexts, and pursuing exploitation strategies, might be benefited by applying explicit-oriented tools and concepts. Similarly, organisations evolving in dynamic and complex environments, and following exploration strategies, might benefit by using tacit-oriented tools and concepts.
The recognition of the diverse forms of knowledge and practice might also inform the current debates in the artificial intelligence (AI) community, about the possibility to develop computer models of the mind (c.f Tallis and Aleksander, 2008; Hoffmann, 2010) . Beyond the philosophical reasons that constrain this endeavour (c.f. Dreyfus, 1992) , the proposed model has the capability, in the AI community, to set realistic knowledge-and practice-related limitations for assisting in the differentiation of the forms of knowledge and practice. Hence, it is possible to automate from the ones that are not possible to automate (e.g. Collins, 1990 ).
Nonaka and Takeuichi's (1995) SECI model might also benefit by considering the diverse forms of knowledge and practice advanced in the proposed framework, instead of treating all knowledge and practice, as if they were uniform in all situations. Ribeiro and Collins (2007) , for example, showed how Nonaka and Takeuichi's (1995) knowledge conversion is, in reality, a re-distribution of the roles between humans and machines (combined with ordering and stabilising the inputs/outputs and the non-human elements). Repetitive and, therefore, codifiable actions were assigned to the bread-making machine, while the non-repetitive tacitoriented practices remained the tasks undertaken by the humans. It goes without saying, therefore, that the reconceptualization of the SECI model has potential significant implications for knowledge transfer studies that use Nonaka and Takeuichi's model.
Finally, the framework can be used to deconstruct sophisticated management models in order to produce a more encompassing explanation about their dynamics. The implementation of lean production, for example, would benefit from the use of practice and knowledge concepts that account for the finely crafted balance between exploration and exploitation strategies that 28 appear to be accomplished by the successful application of lean production. The lean model is constituted by a rich set of rules, procedures and principles that involve both explicit and tacit procedural knowledge, as well as explicit and tacit practice (Fujimoto, 1999; Osono, Shimizu, Takeuchi and Dorton, 2008) . The differentiation of diverse types of knowledge and practice would assist in the selection of the most adequate learning mechanisms for diverse components of the lean model. Therefore, Collins and Kush's (1998) action theory, Argyris and Schon's (1974) learning theory, Engestrom's (1987) activity theory, and Agtenberg et al's, (2010) embeddedness theory, for example, seem to be able to cope with both the explicit and tacit forms of knowledge and practice, embedded in the lean model, in order to account for the co-evolution of process manufacturing consistency and learning capability development (Coriat and Dosi, 1999) .
